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The Donald shoots from the hip and changes his tune every few minutes. True. He thinks
about  one  thing,  and  that  reminds  him  of  something  else,  and  then  he  goes  off  on  that.
However, as he keeps talking and talking and talking, he’s deciding that some of what he’s
saying makes sense.  He’s  firming up his  belief  in  his  own sales-pitch.  He’s  doubling down
and getting serious.

And one of the things he’s serious about is trade deals. Bad Globalist deals. Deals that steal
more American jobs. He and Bernie Sanders wouldn’t admit it, but they both agree on this
general point.

In fact, a new study out of Tufts University torpedoes glowing estimates of the latest such
deal,  the  Trans-Pacific  Partnership  (TPP).  The  study  authors  predict  the  consequences:
another 450,000 jobs will be lost in the US by 2025. Oops. Another Globalist trade treaty
sucks life out of the American economy. Which is precisely why Obama is obsessed with
passing it.

(The study is titled “Trading Down: Unemployment, Inequality and Other Risks of the Trans-
Pacific  Partnership  Agreement.”  A  quick  breakdown  of  the  study  is  ontechdirt.com,  here;
free  access  to  the  full  paper  is  on  tufts.edu,  here)

Bilderberg and the Council on Foreign Relations and Rockefeller Globalists are counting on
the TPP. It’s one of their precious babies. They want to undermine the US economy.It’s part
of  their  sink-America  program,  to  pave  the  way  for  One  United  Planet  under  one
management system. Not an American empire. A globalist empire.

And they don’t want some out-of-control US Presidential candidate, whose crowds and poll
numbers keep swelling like a massive infection, to swipe and swipe and swipe at these trade
treaties  and  dream  up  ways  to  bring  more  jobs  back  home.  They  definitely  don’t  want
that—especially after their current marionette in the White House has done such fine work
drowning the economic life of the US. The issuance of new credit cards and part-time work
at fast-food joints pouring chocolate on French fries don’t equal renewed prosperity, in case
you were fooled by official economic-indicator reports.

These elite Globalist don’t believe for a minute that Trump alone can turn back the clock on
their ongoing destruction. But they do realize he can keep talking about it. And in doing so,
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he can force more people to wake up to the fact that they’re being screwed—and how
they’re being screwed.

Globalism is all about allowing mega-corporations to take their factories and jobs out of the
country overseas. It’s a cornerstone of every trade deal. Mega-corps can manufacture their
products more cheaply in a hell hole with slave workers, and then export those products
back  here  (and  to  other  industrialized  countries)—and  pay  no  tariffs.  How  sweet  (and
destructive)  it  is.

Trump, like some swaggering cowboy, keeps shooting his six-guns at this program, even
though he doesn’t apparently understand the bottom-line motivation behind it.  Or who
knows? Maybe he does and he’s staying silent about it.

How did this guy get in the door? Why can’t the media shut up about him? Why does every
attack against him, valid or invalid, bring more supporters to his side? What happened to
Globalist Jeb? Why is he curled up in fetal position in his bedroom eating Snickers and
watching home movies of his family?

Hillary is on board with the Globalist program. She’s all about cold-blooded revenge against
the greatest number of people possible. She eats attacks against her, and converts them
into dark anti-matter.

But Trump? He’s Mr. Brassy Salesman who parlayed his con and his bankruptcies and his
execrable TV show into a fortune. And then he somehow got a few actual ideas into his
oversized head. How? Why? Can’t somebody put him on a no-fly list? Can’t he be declared a
terrorist or at least a national security risk? Can’t the NSA cough up a few juicy tidbits about
his  personal  life? Haven’t  the FBI  or  the CIA already slipped a few slimeballs  into his
campaign? There are spies who spy on spies spying on other spies, and they can’t squeeze
out one rank and repulsive fact that’ll sink Trump’s ship?

In his 2003 Memoirs, David Rockefeller wrote:

Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best
interests  of  the  United  States,  characterizing  my  family  and  me  as
‘internationalists’ and of conspiring with others around the world to build a
more integrated global political and economic structure—one world, if you will.
If that is the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.

Are we going to let darling David, who’s what, 175 years old now, go to his grave hearing
the absurd burlesque echoes of Donald Trump ringing in his ears?

What used to be called the Eastern Establishment—Globalist Ivy League domeheads gazing
at the world through the wrong ends of telescopes from Park Avenue penthouses—are in a
Trump quandary. They’re disturbed. They have incipient ass-rash and stress-shingles. The
natural order of things is wobbling.

Shut this Momzer up!

The permanent underclass must expand.

Economic chaos must prevail, so a new order can be instituted.
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Mega-corporations must rule the world (for a while).

The Globalist hope is this: Eventually, Trump will be discredited as a goofball; and therefore,
for the foreseeable future, no one else with any clout will raise the issue of trade treaties or
the destruction of economies. Trump and whatever he stood for will be remembered as a
flash in the pan, a one-hit wonder.

Globalism, as it moves forward, will become a forgotten word.

And the band will play on.

Understand: there are two basic stripes of Globalist. The first is America-first. They want a
single managed planet, but they want the US to be the top-boss in the crime empire. The
second,  as  evidenced  by  the  Rockefeller  quote  above,  and  by  the  core  international
membership of Bilderberg heavy hitters, want shared leadership. The balance is delicate,
and the conflict is real. As it moves forward, the last thing both types of Globalists want is
some yahoo stepping into the frame and disrupting the whole show.

Trump’s  qualifications  for  the  Presidency,  such  as  they  are,  are  entirely  beside  this  point.
Whether he was originally put front and center to serve as a losing foil for Hillary Clintonis
also, now, beside the point. He’s acquired too much support. As far as the Globalists are
concerned, he is a problem.

Perhaps the polls are all wrong and the Primary season will douse the glow on his candle,
and by the time the July Republican convention rolls around he’ll  be back in New York
wheeling and dealing real estate. They hope. There’s a chance no candidate will  have
enough votes for a slam-dunk nomination in Cleveland, in which case the process will be
“brokered,” as they say. Jeb could then exert his power and play his cards behind the scene.
But that would cause a major uproar among Trump’s supporters as they cry foul and raise
hell, igniting a new nightmare.

Hillary’s  inner  circle  might  still  be in  the process of  building up Trump,  because they
continue to believe he’ll be an easy mark in the election—but it seems late in the game for
such a reckless assessment, given how far Trump has come in the last few months.

If  some  hidden  ally  is  trying  to  help  Trump  stay  afloat,  he  might  also  have  non-Globalist
convictions. Who, besides China (already in Trump’s crosshairs), is the biggest outsider vis-
à-vis free trade? Who is angrily opposing the upcoming Globalist TTIP trade deal, which
would cement tighter relations between the European Union and the US and make him even
more of an outsider? Who has already expressed admiration for Trump and received kind
words  from The Donald?  Yes,  this  is  mere speculation,  but  there  is  one man who fits  that
bill:

Vladimir Putin. And Putin certainly took notice, last year, when the-hawk-Hillary compared
him to, let’s see, who was that again, oh yes, Hitler.

Real  estate cowboy and KGB lieutenant colonel?  Different galaxies,  but  they have at  least
one thing in common: they like believing they’re the toughest guy in the room. Do they both
like war too much?

As for the Republican party bosses, they’re going crazy trying to derail Trump. Their main
argument  seems to  be:  he’s  not  a  legitimate candidate.  But  behind that,  their  actual
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concern comes back to their own membership in the Globalist club. By allowing Trump to
maintain center stage, they’re violating every club rule. And the men who own them aren’t
happy. Not happy at all. So these party big shots are backing away from Trump as far as
they can, swearing loudly: “See, he’s not our man! Honest, we hate him! He’s a fiend! We
want to fire him!”

But so far, Trump still has a patent on that phrase: “You’re fired!”

National politics and international politics are rigged games from top to bottom. But once in
a while, a wild one turns up. That person may have started out as just another piece of the
fix,  but  then  he  breaks  away  from  the  pack  and  stakes  out  his  own  territory.  When  this
happens, he’s usually squelched long before he can build up a head of steam. But not now,
not in this case.

The horse is out of the barn. And he’s not sprinting for the horizon. He’s prancing and
dancing in the pasture. He’s rearing up on his hind legs, he’s jumping, he’s kicking up his
heels. He’s doing whatever he wants to. And that’s the key, because the rest of the horses
have long since been trained to act like machines. People know the difference. If given the
choice, they move to the wild one. He reminds them that they, too, have been socialized to
become machines. And they want out.

Yes, there is an definite upside and a downside to this shock and surprise and unpredicted
circumstance. But regardless, it’s a fact. It’s happening.

People might wish the wild one was a Caruso or a Nijinsky or an Olivier or a Lincoln or a Tom
Paine or a Gandhi—instead of a fast-talking self-promoting New York real estate hustler, who
suddenly flips a switch and wants to go to war.

But in a machine world, strange things happen.

When the mandated pattern for all social behavior is cracked and broken and smashed,
strange creatures emerge on stage, under the lights. However distorted they may seem, the
audience  suddenly  pays  attention,  sniffing  something  they  barely  remember,  but
desperately  want.

Does the creature dancing across the footlights accurately reflect the audience’s desire? It
doesn’t matter to the audience. Because the thing most wished for, and most precious, is an
article called freedom.

Will some people misinterpret what it means? You bet they will. They’ll say it’s license.
They’ll do all sorts of crazy things with it.

When governments and corporations and media agents keep reshaping the world into new
versions of  locked-down conformity and robot  behaviorism, the breakout will  never be
smooth.

—The original crime is the individual surrendering his own uniqueness, his own mind, his
own imagination, his own formidable power. That’s where it started, and that’s where it
comes back to.

Shrugging off inner  slavery,  across  a  whole  population,  and regressing in  fear  back to  the
mean, and breaking out again, are more than most people can handle.
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But for those who can grasp the core of it, a new dawn rises. And things will never be the
same again.

And that leaves Trump or any politician far behind.

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT FROM THE MATRIX,
and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a candidate for a US Congressional seat in the

29th District of California. He maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the purpose
of which is the expansion of personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics, medicine, and
health for CBS Healthwatch, LA Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern, and other newspapers and
magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has delivered lectures and seminars on global politics,
health,  logic,  and creative power to audiences around the world.  You can sign up for
his free NoMoreFakeNews emails here or his free OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, Exit From The Matrix, click here.)

(For the complete Trump archive, click here.)
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